
         Hello, I’m Hyeon who began second year of Novitiate in March 
as a Campus Minister intern at Seton Hill.  
  I grew up as the middle child out of three in a liberal nuclear 
family with Dad who is daily news reporter and Mom who was school 
teacher. My childhood memory mainly involves the time spent with 
grownups, especially my parents, or aunts rather than my peer. I 
was curious about the things my parents enjoy: their hobbies, books 
or their conversations. Reading newspapers became important part 
of my routine as our Dad was subscribing many newspapers. I don’t 
think I liked reading children’s newspaper that much. I grew up 

hearing of many great women with modern spirits, which might have affected what kind of 
person I wanted to be.  
 I got baptized in my 6th grade with my siblings after my mom converted to Catholicism. 
With multiple transfers of schools as consequences of parent’s 
employment, I stopped going to Church during my adolescence.   
 I studied French literature and wanted to become a 
French Scholar. But I changed my mind when I was finishing up 
graduate school as I felt the need of working experience. Luckily 
I was able to work as a legislative aide for a Congressman in the 
Korean National Assembly. This experience sparked my interest 
in social phenomenon such as prejudice and stereotype, which 
actually brought me to U.S. for study psychology. As my 
graduate study advanced, my study expanded to cultural and lifespan perspectives on social 

cognition, especially how self-concepts relate to our memory processes. 
Although I loved the topics of my research, I sometimes felt dissatisfied 
with some methodical approach. That made me struggle with huge 
emptiness in my mind. I felt no way out of this darkness. I came back to 
the Church 25 years after I left.    
 With the time in the church, I grew appreciative of healing power 
of people around me. One day, God struck me with an intense feeing 
that God created me to live out LOVE not for intellectual achievement, 

putting a new heart in me. Several years after seeking the answer about “how” I can live out 
my renewed heart since then, I felt God rejoicing in me and with me, when I was encountering 
with the Sisters of Charity. The joy was so certain for me to fearlessly jump into the way of life 
that might seem uncertain to other. Inexhaustible is the grace that I have enjoyed since then. 
All the encounters keep awakening me into the mystery of God, deepening my understanding 
of the Community, Church, and Mission and growing my desire to be companion for someone 

who is helpless. PRAISE TO GOD! 
 



 껽鬊뼍ꫭ끉? 덵驑 3낉  겑뱱 셅꾅 롕봱걙 ꩡ꾢 넭뫥갲냹 겑녆냱ꈑ 

ꯍꇝ녅 넩髹뗝ꌱ 겑녆뼑 넩뾹꾥넺鱽鲙. 놵鱉 넱閹덵 韥녅넭 껹ꠕ꿵 뼎霅 

ꪒ鲍넩겕 꽹ꍽꌱ 鸉 ꩱ驝ꎙ 닆 鸍뎭ꈑ 몑꽩驍 ꟹ霅놶 녅냕ꈢ陁 녅ꅅ걪鱽鲙. 뇑 

꽩ꍥ 겑놽넍 韥꽪냵 늱ꈑ 꽩ꌭ麙隱 뼝颍 뼑 겑閹麙넩 ꎃ냵鴥 뇑 韥꽪꾅 鿅ꅍ驍 

뿊뇑麙ꚩ鲙鱉, ꜵꑝ鲍麙넩驍 넩ꑝ麙隱 闎넩 鬭鱉 겑閹냹 뉀껹뼽鴍 阸 闎걪鱽鲙. 

껹ꠕ넍 넱 鼁ꓭ꾅 뎆꾅 鱍 꾡ꆡ 눺ꌍ넍 겕ꓭ넩 ꎃ껹 꽩ꍩ鼁ꜵ뫥 겕ꓭ냹 ꎃ넩 

넲꽽鴍 韥꽪넩 驍隕 꽩ꍥ넩 겕ꓭꚩ鲙鱉 꽩ꌭ 겕ꓭ냹 韥끸鲵鴍 꼕鱎냵넩 闎냵 ꐩ鵹 

ꎃ꼍鴍 阥 闎껹끉. 鿆鿆뼍隕 뾹鲵놶넭 ꩫ냹 ꩩ껹驽鴍 꾡ꫦ 낹넭麙꾅 鲵뼑 

넩꼱韥ꌱ ꎃ넩 麘隕 넲隕 녅ꄵ 阸鵹 뾹녡넍 뇑 ꩫ꾅 꾶뽚냹 騱뚙鲙隕 ꪒ閶뼞鱽鲙.  

 놵鱉 뚽麦뼎霅 6뼎髹 鼁 놵섡 꽹ꍽ閵 閵뭝ꍢ냱ꈑ 闑눺뼍ꐩ 뿊뇑麙隱 

뼝颍 ꫭꇵꌱ ꗐ꼍鱉鴥 ꜵꑝ鲍麙넍 놹鞱ꓭ뇑ꈑ 넩ꩡꌱ ꎃ넩 鲙鱽ꐩ, 陥霢 

ꩡ띍韥鼁떙꾅鱉 ꫦ鲮냹 鲙鱽덵 껿陁 鷍꽽걪鱽鲙.  

 놵鱉 ꜽꓭ뼎냹 뉀껹뼩 ꜽꓭ뼎녅ꌱ 饽饭ꐥ 鲵뼎낅꾅 덹뼎뼽덵ꎁ 

ꩡ쁁ꪒ쀑꾅 鲵뼑 꾩ꎒ鵹 넽꽩 덹ꈑꌱ ꗉ饾鱽鲙. 霢쁁꾅 넺Ꙋ뇊뗺넱냹 

ꚩ뉁뼍ꐩ ꩡ쁁놶 뇊렍놶 뾹ꩶ냹 꼁陁 鷍隕, 뱮섽 ꩡꅁ麙넍 ꩡ쁁놶 뵭陡꾅뼑 

隵겡냱ꈑ ꖭ霢頁덵 꿵 겡ꍡ뼎냹 險ꜵ뼍陁 鷞鱽鲙. 隵겡 늱뇑閵 덹쀉뼍ꐩ, 끥ꍡ閵 ꩡ쁁놶 ꩶ쀞넩驍 뾹ꩶ냹 

넭겒뼕 鼁 ꓭ쀉놶넭 끉넭넩驍 驍넩꿵 闎냵 ꪒ꼕ꗑ鲡놶 ꙵ쀉꾅 ꖭ렍鱉 꾶뽚냹 꾥霡뼍隕 녅껹闑鬅 闎냵 闑넭놶 

鶎韥ꩶ몑꿵 韥꽪넍 隵陹ꌱ 꾥霡뼍陁 鷞鱽鲙. 녡ꗁ鱉 늱뇑꾵덵ꎁ 겡ꍡ뼎넍 韥陹놶 

ꗞꙊꈕ꾅 ꎁ눦뼍덵 ꑰ뼩 鬱ꓭ냹 꺥ꐩ 險ꜵ꾅 鲵뼑 뽽ꓩ늱넍꾅 ꠕ뇭 뼍鱅鲍颍 ꓩꍃ냹 

饼걪鱽鲙.  

 25髹뇊鵹넍 ꗞ쀞냹 韥鲙ꇙ늱겕 늱鲍隱 쀉뼩뼑 隨, ꚩ걙뭙 뼑넭閵뭝ꍢ 

險鶎뙩꾅 뇑 ꍽ넁넍 뵾쀉ꌱ 뗳꼍隕 ꩡꅁ麙隱 뼝颍 끥뇊냹 곈냱ꐥ 險鶎뙩ꌱ 뭪뼩 

렍냕뼍겑鱉 뼍鱅鲍냹 꼁韥 겑녆뼑 꽩鱅驕,  늱鲍넩 놵ꌱ, 덵놶 ꫦ랝 ꚩ鲙鱉, ꩡꅁ隱 

뼝颍 뼍鱉 ꩡꅆ넍 ꩫ꾅 鴉 놶뼞뼍陁 ꎁ麑겕 阸냹 頝鲠隕 쁁闑뼞鱽鲙.  鶎겑꾅 뇑 겡녚꾅  

黥ꃰ뼑 꿝韥閵 鶁韥 겑녆뼍鱉 ꫦꇮ뙩뾍냹 뼞鱽鲙. 鞭 넩쁹 ꐼ髹鶎껽 鞭꾅 뼞鲮뼑 ꩫ넍 ꗞ겒꾅 鲵뼩 韥鵹뼍隕 

ꓰ鱉 鶎껽 ꩡꅆ넍 겑뱱 險鶎뙩ꌱ ꎁ驍ꐩ 끸隕 陹겕 늱鲍냹 ꎁ驡걪鱽鲙.  껹덶鵹 겕ꟹ뼑 韥꽪냱ꈑ ꪒꪒ뼑 넩 

ꎁ驝냵,  늱鲍넩 놵ꅆ 뼝颍 뼍隕 陹겑鲙鱉 섡꾩꾅 뗡 쀊겕, 꽩齙 꽩ꇙ끵鵹 霨阩섽 넩陝驱 阸 闎냵 鸅ꇙ끵 꽻鱉 

섡ꎒ냱ꈑ ꩡꅆ넍 겑뱱넍 ꯍ髵쁁ꈑ 넺쁁뼍陁 뼍꾵걪鱽鲙. 넺쁁 쁹꾅鵹  隕閽鷍덵 껿鱉 韥ꨝ隱 ꖴ넁넍 냵뛒냱ꈑ 

險鶎뙩ꌱ 鴉끦 ꩡꅆ뼍隕 ꖭꅍꌱ 驎隵뼍ꐥ ꫭꩶ넍 閵녚 셍麕 ꩡꅁ넍 鶎ꗍ녅閵 鷍隕 겫냵 꾩ꎒ넩 驩 껽꾅  뇅뇅 

뢙덵鱉 阸냹 ꚩꐥ 뼍鱅鲍냹 闊뼍陁 鱅騱隕 險鶎뙩꿵 뼝陁 늱鲍냹 뗡ꖭ뼞鱽鲙.     


